
 

Sensory Art  

Drum Painting - Cover a drum with cling film and drop 
paint/glitter from a height onto the drum. Beat the 
drum and watch the paint/glitter jump into the air.  

Handa’s Surprise Inspired - Use cut up segments of 
fruit and stamp them on to paper- banana, orange, 
mango, pineapple, avocado, passionfruit.  

Large Scale/ Multiple Sessions 

Traditional Dress Design - Research traditional dress. 
What colours/patterns can you find? 

Explore repeating patterns using art materials of your 
choice (felt-tip pens, paint, stamps, cut up paper). 
Design a piece of clothing. Use fabric paints/pens to 
create your own clothes using the repeating patterns 
and colours that you have discovered.  

DT Art 

Mask Making - On thick card draw an  
oval and cut out. Using newspaper and  
PVA glue, create facial features, this is 
usually the eyebrows, cheekbones, and 
nose. Leave to dry. Paint your dried 
mask. Add straw or string to make hair 
and add feathers around the chin area.  
 
Necklace Making Using Pasta -  A fine  
motor skills activity. Try adding sensory                       
materials and thread pasta, coloured  
straws and beads on to pieces of string. 
 

 

Inspiration 

   

   

Fine Motor Focus 

Necklace Making- using stamps/pens - Using a paper 
plate, centre removed, create repeating patterns 
around the edge of the plate. Cut a small gap on one 
edge of the paper plate to create the necklace.  

Notable Artists 

Jean-Paul Basquiat  
Create your own Neo-Expressionist pieces  
using hues of orange, yellow, red and blue  
 
Sam Gillam 
Developed the idea of draped canvas  
rather than stretched over a wooden  
frame.  
 
Frank Bowling 
Adopted techniques including spilling,  
dripping and brushing – referring to his work 
 as 'Poured Paintings’ 
 
 

 

“You can’t sit around and wait for  
somebody to say who you are. You  
need to write it and paint it and do it.”  
Faith Ringgold 


